CTA Meeting Minutes: Tuesday, June 2, 2020, 7:00PM
The virtual CTA meeting was conducted on 6/2/2020 at 7 PM.
CTA President David Smoak brought the meeting to order.
The May meeting minutes were approved.
CTCC had no representative attending.
The Utilities had no representative present
The Trace Fire Dept had no representative in attendance.
Cal Saltzman, Chairman, of the Safety and Security Committee reported there were still ongoing
issues. Briefed all on the continuing Spectrum Issues --. System continues to fail. Have replaced
four modems. Have found a local (Carolina Trace) Technician, TJ Johnson Modern
Technologies 919- 478-8526 that works on other systems in the local area and is willing to take
on CTA work.
Issues at the North gate. Had one resident back into the license plate reader poll. Bent the pole
back, knocking the alignment of the camera upward. Ernie Violon straightened poll and camera
is back to original position.
Had an incident where a person tailgated one of the residents to attempt to tailgate into Carolina
Trace without having the appropriate sticker. The car preceding stopped just past the gate,
awaiting the gate to start to close. As the tailgater was approximately 1 foot off of the back
bumper of the preceding vehicle the gate would not close. The tailgater flashed his headlights on
and off until the car preceding continued on. The tailgater followed the preceding car up to
Mallard Cove. He turned into Mallard Cove, waited about a minute left Mallard Cove and
continued following the preceding car to his home. He obtained the address of the person
preceding him, and sent him a postcard without a return address, and threatened him. The camera
system at the Northgate captured the event and the license plate of the offender was captured.
The victim in the preceding vehicle posted on next door the contents of the postcard. The safety
and security committee recognizes this as a complete breach of protocol. We contacted the
victim, Mr. Zimmer, to obtain custody of the postcard. The postcard and video were taken to the
Lee County Sheriff’s Department on Monday, 6/1/20. In discussing the incident with the
chairman of the safety committee, Cal Saltzman, it was decided that we would prosecute the
offender to the fullest extent of the law. Sending threats via the mail comes with a fine and jail
time of up to five years. As the victim in this particular case was a fireman, the law states that
first responders and other officials that are the victims would cause the jail time to be extended to
10 years. The offense is that of a felony. In discussing with the Sheriff’s deputy, Mr. Zimmer
needs to fill out a complaint and the complaint will be given over to one of the detectives. At that
time, it will be determined whether or not to get the FBI involved. It is the intent of CTA’s safety
and security chairman to pursue that course of action.

Traceway Roads and Maintenance (TRAM) Completed in April
Work done in May
1) Road Test up to 4 sealcoating products (Mark Mitchell /Ken Clark)
2) Continue speed bumps and line painting
3) Continue painting lines / speed bumps / weed spraying
4) Add rip rap at lake edge to stop erosion
5) Review signing along Traceway
6) Get bids for sealcoating Traceway and Culvert repair for 2021
Some of this work is ongoing.
Next CTA meeting will be 7/6/2020.
Respectfully Submitted: Jody D. Jackett – CTA Rep for Golf North

